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What is This?
GOOD AND POOR READERS’ USE OF
EXPLICITLY CUED GRAPHIC AIDS

David Reinking, David A. Hayes, and John E. McEneaney
University of Georgia

ABSTRACT

This study investigated the effects of explicitly cuing graphic aids in accompanying text. Specifically, the study attempted to determine if various cuing conditions would affect differently good and poor readers’ comprehension of the text, attention to graphic aids, and recall of information displayed in graphic aids. Three expository passages each accompanied by two graphic aids were developed. One graphic aid displayed information that was redundant to the text; a second graphic aid displayed information that was non-redundant but related to the text. Good and poor seventh- and eighth-grade readers read these passages under five different conditions. Under one condition no graphic aids accompanied the text. Graphic aids accompanied the text in the remaining conditions that represented four levels of cuing: no cuing, general cuing, specific cuing, and combined cuing. Results of comprehension tests for each passage and a post-experiment graphics test were analyzed using analysis of variance procedures. Major conclusions were that explicit cuing increases attention to graphic aids and recall of information displayed in graphic aids that are redundant to the text. In addition, poor readers’ comprehension of illustrated text is improved by explicit cuing of graphic aids.

Textbooks and other school materials contain a rich variety of graphic aids such as diagrams, maps, and pictures. Among their intended purposes, most important for instruction are those of augmenting the written text with additional information and clarifying the text content. Teachers and researchers find, however, that these purposes are not equally served for all readers. Due to differences in background and personal predilection some readers may look at graphic aids with little or no awareness of their significance, while others may fail to inspect graphic aids at the moment during reading when they would be most helpful. Still others may not look at them at all. Surely the usefulness of graphic aids varies from reader to reader, but previous research suggests that they may be less useful for poor readers than for
other readers (Braun, 1969; Harber, 1980, 1983; Koenke & Otto, 1969; Rose & Furr, 1984; Rose & Robinson, 1984; Willows, 1978). The research reported here investigated one possibility for improving poor readers’ use of graphic aids in text, namely supplying them with explicit instructions in the text to attend to the graphic aids available.

Poor readers’ failure to put illustrative materials to good use has been generally attributed to attentional deficits characteristic of students who have persistent learning difficulties. These students are unable to allocate attention selectively and to distinguish extraneous material from relevant material (Hallahan, 1975; Keogh & Margolis, 1976; Ross, 1976). Attempting to account for these deficits, a number of researchers (Ceci, Lea, & Ringstrom, 1980; Perfetti & Lesgold, 1979; Torgeson, 1978) have suggested that the limited word knowledge of poor readers restricts the verbal coding required to activate appropriate semantic networks during reading. This restriction on verbal coding may similarly result in poor readers’ failure to establish effective connections between the verbal and visual systems in cognition (Swanson, 1984, 1986, 1987). A simpler explanation holds that the attentional resources of poor readers may be so much devoted to processing prose that they are depleted for relating graphic aids to the prose (Harber, 1980, 1983). In either case, it is possible that poor readers do not know when during reading to shift attention to the graphic aids in texts. It would seem that attending to graphic aids at critical junctures during reading would make an important difference in whether readers make appropriate connection between the prose and its accompanying graphic aids and thereby avail themselves to graphic aids’ complementary informativeness (Brody, 1982).

Poor readers’ use of graphic aids may differ from that of good readers who appear not to be affected by explicit cuing to graphic aids. In an experiment involving eighth-grade average and better readers, Hayes and Readence (1982) found that although providing illustrations improved students’ comprehension of science texts, no additional advantage was gained by orally cuing students to attend to the illustrations. However, because they included only average and good readers in their study, their results cannot be generalized to poor readers. Unlike average and good readers, poor readers may benefit from explicit cuing to attend to graphic aids. Also, the effects of cuing attention to graphic aids by including written cues embedded in the text is unknown.

It is well known that the effectiveness of graphic aids for enhancing prose comprehension depends importantly on the way they are presented in texts (for extensive reviews of research on graphic aids see A. A. Lumsdaine, 1963; Levie & Lentz, 1982; and Levie, 1987). Relevant to the present investigation, research on textbooks’ presentation of graphic aids has found that textbooks rarely include an explicit message to readers that it would be advantageous to examine a map or diagram or picture that elaborates the content being discussed. In an examination of middle-grade social studies textbooks, Friedman and Tinzmann (1985) observed no
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signals for illustrations and few signals for maps and other ancillary graphic aids. Extending this research to science textbooks, Tinzmann, Friedman, Jones, and Walker (1986) found the graphic aids to be somewhat better signalled in those materials, though not so much by explicit directions to attend to the graphics as by the necessary interrelatedness of graphic and prose information in the presentation of scientific concepts and procedures. The consequence of omitting explicit references to the graphic aids may be more dire for poor readers than for proficient readers who may be more adept at choosing the appropriate time to examine a graphic aid. Thus, the provision of explicit cues may well increase poor readers’ attention to graphic aids, and this in turn may improve their comprehension of the text and memory of information presented in the graphic aids.

The experiment reported here appraised the value that texts’ explicit cuing of graphic aids holds for poor versus more proficient readers. The research questions were: Would such cuing result in increased awareness of graphic aids? Would it result in improved recall of information contained in texts’ graphic aids? And, perhaps most importantly, would it result in improved prose comprehension? In the experiment seventh- and eighth-grade boys and girls representing a wide range of reading ability read and responded to three passages under five different conditions. Under one condition no graphic aids accompanied the text. Under the other four conditions graphic aids were present, each representing one of four levels of cuing: no cuing, general introductory cuing, specific cuing, and a combination of general as well as specific cuing. Given the findings of previous research, the following outcomes were expected: (1) Without cuing, poor readers would be less aware than other readers of the content of texts’ graphic aids; with cuing, poor readers’ awareness of graphic aids would be heightened. (2) With cuing, poor readers’ recall of graphic aids’ content would improve with specificity and amount of cuing available; other readers’ recall of graphic aids’ content would be unaffected by the presence of cuing. (3) With cuing, poor readers’ passage comprehension would improve with increased specificity and amount of cuing available; other readers’ passage comprehension would be unaffected by the presence of cuing.

METHOD

Subjects

Subjects were 167 seventh- and eighth-grade boys and girls in a rural, 7th-through 12th-grade high school. The sample was racially heterogeneous. Each subject’s score on the reading subtest of the Metropolitan Achievement Test (Balog, Farr, Hogan, & Prescott, 1978) was obtained from school records. Scores ranged from the 1st to the 90th percentile based on national norms and indicated a normal distribution of reading achievement between these extremes. Subjects scoring at, or
below the 35th percentile were designated poor readers \((n = 70)\). It was reasoned that these subjects represented a population of students who experience consistent difficulties in comprehending texts employed in content area classrooms. The remaining subjects \((n = 97)\) were those scoring above the 35th percentile and represented students of average and above average reading ability whose problems in comprehending school texts are less serious and less pervasive. Comparing subjects who are clearly below average in their reading ability and other subjects who are average or above average in their reading ability was reasoned to be a stronger test of our research questions than to compare only readers at the lowest and the highest levels of reading achievement. Therefore, subjects obtaining average or above average reading scores on the standardized test constituted one comparison group and for convenience were referred to as good readers.

**Materials**

Stimulus materials in this experiment were three 250–300 word passages adapted from research conducted by Hayes and Readence (1983). The topics of the passages were as follows: parts of the eye, volcanoes, and topographic maps. A computer program (*Teacher Utilities: Volume 2*, Minnesota Educational Computer Consortium) was employed to compute the mean readability of each passage on the basis of six widely used readability formulas. The mean readability estimates for the passages were 11.1, 7.9, and 8.2, respectively. It was reasoned that readability estimates at or above the subjects’ assigned grade level would increase the likelihood that readers would seek assistance from graphic aids to understand the passages’ content. Five versions of each passage corresponding to the five treatment conditions were developed. Passages had either no graphic aids, graphic aids, or graphic aids plus one of the three cuing conditions.

In those passages containing cues the cues were printed in boldface type, boxed, and inserted in the text (see Appendix for the combined cuing version of the volcanoes passage). The general cue appeared at the top of the page before the main body of text and read as follows, "Look at the pictures to help yourself better understand and remember the information in this passage." Specific cues directed the reader to examine a specific aspect of an accompanying graphic aid. These cues were inserted at the end of a paragraph and the content of each cue was linked directly to the content of the text immediately preceding the cue. The three passages had three, four, and five specific cues respectively. The content and number of paragraphs varied across the three passages and this accounts for the different number of specific cues that were inserted. The different number of cues was considered to be representative of variations in content area texts. This difference was not addressed in the analysis of data since each subject read each of the passages and data were based on performance across all three passages.
The graphic aids that accompanied the passages were carefully developed for the purpose of this study. Each passage in the four conditions having graphic aids was accompanied by a pair of graphic aids. Each pair consisted of two types of graphic aids, redundant and non-redundant. The redundant graphic aid was a diagram, illustration, or map that displayed information redundant to the text (i.e., a pictorial representation of content presented in the accompanying text). The non-redundant graphic aid displayed new information related to the topic of the text but not discussed explicitly in the text. The presence of these two types of graphic aids permitted an analysis that compared recall of information presented in the text and in the graphic aids versus information presented only in the graphic aids.

Another important distinction between the redundant and non-redundant graphic aids was that only the redundant graphic aids were referenced by the specific cues when these were used in the text. Thus, for the specific cuing condition, recall of information in the non-redundant graphic aid would indicate that subjects had attended to graphic aids other than those specifically cued in the text.

The three passages were assembled by treatment condition into booklets. The order of passages in the booklets was counterbalanced in each treatment. Each booklet consisted of six pages: a cover sheet displaying the subject’s name, followed by separate pages for each passage separated by a blank page. On the back side of each page displaying a passage was the 10-item comprehension test for that passage. Pages were legal size sheets (35.5 cm × 21.6 cm) with the text displayed parallel to the long edge. Text was centered on the left half of the sheet. When the passage was accompanied by a pair of graphic aids (redundant and the non-redundant), these were centered on the right half of the sheet adjacent to the prose.

**Dependent Measures**

Two multiple-choice tests were dependent measures used to investigate the effects of cuing in this study. A comprehension test that measured comprehension of explicit and implicit information was administered to subjects. In addition, subjects completed a post-experiment graphics test that measured recall of information displayed in the graphic aids that were either redundant or non-redundant to the text.

**Comprehension tests.** A 10-item, multiple-choice test was constructed for each passage to measure comprehension of information presented in the passage (see Appendix for the comprehension test for the volcano passage). Five of the items on each test were textually explicit and five were textually implicit (Pearson & Johnson, 1978). The content of each item focused on information found primarily in the text. That is, an attempt was made to avoid items that could be answered correctly by examining the graphic aids without reading the text.
Post-experiment graphics test. A 30-item, multiple-choice test was constructed to measure subjects' recall of information displayed in the graphic aids that accompanied passages. The test comprised 3 sets of 10 items that corresponded to the graphic aids associated with each of the three passages. Each set of 10 items included 5 items related to the redundant graphic aid and 5 items related to the non-redundant graphic aid (see Appendix for the 10-item set from the volcano passage). The items on the test required that subjects identify features of the graphic aid or, in a few instances, solve a simple problem to demonstrate an understanding of the graphic aid.

Procedure

Subjects participated in the experiment during their regular 55 minute English class period. Since assignment of subjects to treatment had been random irrespective of class, each class included subjects assigned to all five treatment conditions. One of the experimenters distributed booklets to the subjects, telling them to keep the booklets face up and then read general directions to the class. These directions introduced the activity to the subjects and encouraged them to read and study the passages as they would their school assignments. They were also informed that they would be asked to answer some questions about what they had read. The subjects were then directed to read the first passage and told to wait to go on until directed to do so. Based on an earlier pilot study of the materials, it was determined that 5 minutes was adequate time to read and study each passage. Therefore, subjects were allowed 5 minutes to read and study the passage. After 5 minutes, the experimenter told the subjects to turn the passage face down and answer the 10 multiple-choice questions on the back of the page. This procedure was repeated two more times to complete the second and third passages.

After the comprehension test following the third passage, the booklets were collected. The experimenter then passed out the post-experiment graphics test and directed the subjects to answer as many items as possible on this test. Subjects were allowed 15 minutes to complete this test, after which the tests were collected and subjects were thanked for their participation in the experiment.

The graphics test was administered separately after the comprehension tests for two reasons. First, if a graphics test had been administered after each passage, subjects may have altered their attention to graphic aids based on their awareness that they were to be tested specifically on this information. That is, when discovering that information in the graphic aids was tested after reading the first passage, subjects would be more likely to attend to the graphic aids in the second and third passages. Second, administering a graphics test and a comprehension test together after each passage presents the possibility that responding to items on one test might influence performance on the other test.
RESULTS

Treatment means were compared with analysis of variance procedures. Mean performance on the post-experiment graphics test was compared with an ANOVA for a 5 (Treatment) × 2 (Reading Ability) × 2 (Graphic Type) repeated measures design in which treatment and reading ability were between-subjects factors and graphic type was a within-subjects factor. Mean performance across the three comprehension tests was also compared with an ANOVA for a 5 (Treatment) × 2 (Reading Ability) × 2 (Questions Type) repeated measures design in which treatment and reading ability again were between-subjects factors and question type the within-subjects factor.

Post-Experiment Graphics Test

Means and standard deviations of scores on the graphics test by treatment group, reading ability, and graphic type are given in Table 1. Means on the graphics test were analyzed using a three-way (Treatment × Reading Ability × Graphic Type), mixed-factorial ANOVA. There were no significant interaction effects. Main effects for treatment, $F(4, 157) = 20.20, p < .001$, reading ability, $F(1, 157) = 11.37, p = .001$, and graphic type, $F(1, 157) = 155.93, p < .001$ were statistically significant. Because there were no significant interaction effects, pairwise comparisons of treatment means were then made across ability and graphic type. The Newman-Keuls procedure was used for these analyses. These analyses revealed statistically significant differences between the no-graphics condition ($M = 4.23$) and the general-cuing ($M = 6.57$), specific-cuing ($M = 8.19$), and combined-cuing ($M = 7.93$) conditions. The difference between the no-graphics condition ($M = 4.23$) and the graphics-only condition ($M = 5.49$) was not statistically significant. Statistically significant differences were also found between the graphics-only condition ($M = 5.49$) and both the specific-cuing and combined-cuing conditions. In addition, Scheffé’s comparison procedure was used to compare the mean for the graphics-only condition to the mean of the three cuing conditions (general, specific, and combined cuing). This comparison was statistically significant.

These results indicate that subjects in each of the three cuing conditions outperformed subjects in the no-graphics condition on the recall of graphic information that was redundant and non-redundant to the accompanying text. In addition, subjects in the specific- and combined-cuing conditions outperformed subjects in the graphics-only condition. A comparison of the graphics-only condition to the combined performance of the three cuing conditions revealed that subjects having cues outperformed those who had only the graphics. Across all treatment conditions good readers outperformed poor readers, and scores on the items pertaining to the redundant graphic were higher than scores on the non-redundant items.
Table 1

Means and Standard Deviations for Graphics Test Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graphic Type</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>No Graphics</th>
<th>Graphics Only</th>
<th>General Cuing</th>
<th>Specific Cuing</th>
<th>Combined Cuing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Redundant</td>
<td>Non-Redundant</td>
<td>Redundant</td>
<td>Non-Redundant</td>
<td>Redundant</td>
<td>Non-Redundant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good Readers</td>
<td>(n = 19)</td>
<td>(n = 20)</td>
<td>(n = 21)</td>
<td>(n = 19)</td>
<td>(n = 18)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor Readers</td>
<td>(n = 13)</td>
<td>(n = 11)</td>
<td>(n = 16)</td>
<td>(n = 15)</td>
<td>(n = 15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Maximum Score = 15.
Comprehension Test

Means and standard deviations of comprehension scores by treatment, reading ability, and question type are given in Table 2. Means on the comprehension test were compared using a three-way (Treatment × Ability × Question Type), repeated measures ANOVA. Main effects for ability, $F(1, 157) = 27.98, p < .001$, and question type, $F(1, 157) = 99.80, p < .001$, were statistically significant, as was the treatment by ability interaction, $F(4, 157) = 2.48, p < .05$. The interaction is presented in Figure 1. Main effects for treatment were not statistically significant; neither were the remaining three interactions.

Figure 1 suggests that the interaction involved poor readers' higher mean scores in the cueing conditions when compared to good readers whose mean scores remained relatively constant across treatments. Several analyses were conducted to investigate this possibility. First, good readers' treatment means on the comprehension test were compared using a one-way ANOVA. This comparison was not statistically significant, $F(4, 92) < 1.00$. Although the same comparison for poor readers was not statistically significant, it approached significance, $F(4, 64) = 2.01, p = .10$. Second, since the interaction was consistent with one of the hypothesized effects of explicit cuing, the interaction was investigated using an $F$ ratio for a priori orthogonal comparisons (Kirk, 1968). The comparison of interest was the mean difference between good and poor readers in the two conditions without explicit cuing versus the mean difference between good and poor readers in the three conditions with explicit cuing. This comparison yielded a significant difference, $F(4, 157) = 2.84, p < .05$. In addition, two $t$-tests were employed to compare good and poor readers. One test compared good and poor readers across the two treatment conditions having no cues. This comparison was statistically significant, $t(156) = 3.61, p < .001$. The second test compared good and poor readers across the three cueing conditions. This comparison was not statistically significant, $t(156) = 1.81, p > .05$. Finally, the effect size was computed for the latter two comparisons (Glass & Hopkins, 1984). The difference between good and poor readers in standard deviation units was .94 across the two treatments without cues and .36 across the three treatments with cues.

These results were in the direction expected. Performance on literal items was better than on inferential items and good readers' comprehension was better than poor readers. However, statistical analyses of the interaction effect indicated that the difference between good and poor readers' comprehension was less when graphic aids were explicitly cued.

DISCUSSION

This study investigated the effects of augmenting prose with explicit cues to its accompanying graphic aids. It was expected that provision of explicit cues would
### Table 2

**Means and Standard Deviations for Comprehension Test Scores**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Type</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No Graphics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphics Only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Cuing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specific Cuing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined Cuing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good Readers</td>
<td></td>
<td>(n=19)</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor Readers</td>
<td></td>
<td>(n=13)</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Maximum Score = 15.
increase poor readers' attention to graphic aids, which would improve their comprehension of the text and their recall of the information presented in graphic aids. The data confirm that when given explicit cues, poor readers increase their attention to graphic aids and improve their comprehension of prose. Also expected was that good readers' performance would be unaffected by explicit cuing. This was not the case. Apparently, explicit cuing benefits good readers as well as poor readers by increasing their attention to graphic aids to the extent that they are able to recall more information presented in graphic aids. There was, however, a treatment by ability interaction for the comprehension test. The post hoc analysis of this interaction indicates that the difference between good and poor readers' comprehension of information in the passages was less under the cuing conditions.

These results are discussed in the remainder of the report. Observed differences in performance across levels of treatment and reading ability are addressed in separate sections for each dependent measure. The final section presents our overall conclusions about the significance of the results and suggestions for further research.
Post-Experiment Graphics Test

The results of the post-experiment graphics test indicate that explicit cuing increases attention to graphic aids and increases recall of graphic information cued in the text. Subjects who read texts in which graphic aids were explicitly cued recalled more information than did subjects reading the same text without cues. That subjects in the cuing conditions recalled more information from the redundant graphic may indicate that these readers attended to the redundant graphic in response to the cues embedded in the text. However, since information in the redundant graphic overlapped information presented in the text, better recall of that information might have been the result of better comprehension of the text. That subjects in the cuing conditions recalled more information in the non-redundant graphic indicates unambiguously, however, that explicit cuing resulted in greater attention to graphic aids. The non-redundant graphic displayed information not discussed in the passage, and unlike the redundant graphic, it was not cued in the specific-cuing condition. Thus, greater recall of information in the non-redundant graphic indicates that subjects in this condition attended to graphic aids other than those cued in the text. Apparently with specific cues readers increased attention not only to the graphic aids that were cued, but also to other graphic aids that accompanied the text.

The data also suggest that greater recall may be dependent on the type of cue employed. Cues that are interspersed within the text and that relate specific text content to the graphic aids may be more effective than a general cue that directs the reader to attend to graphic aids. (Post hoc analyses indicate that subjects in the specific- and combined-cuing conditions outperformed those in the graphics-only condition.) Subjects given only a general cue to attend to the graphic aids did not perform significantly better than subjects in the graphics-only condition. Readers in this study seemed to have allocated more attention to graphic aids when they were given guidance by specific, as opposed to general cues. This conclusion must be qualified, however, by the finding that the performance of subjects in the specific- and combined-cuing conditions did not differ significantly from the performance of subjects in the general-cuing condition.

The increased attention to graphic aids in the cuing conditions gains added significance when the no-graphics and graphics-only conditions are compared. Subjects’ recall of graphic aids after reading passages without cues appears to have been no better than that of subjects who read passages that were not accompanied by graphic aids. Apparently, subjects reading passages without explicit cues allocated little attention to the graphic aids accompanying the passages.

Comprehension Test

Explicit cues also appear to have a positive effect on poor readers’ comprehension of information presented in the text. Post hoc analyses of the treatment by
ability interaction on the comprehension test indicated that the difference between good and poor readers’ performance was greater in the non-cuing conditions than in the cuing conditions. The presence of cues, be they general, specific or combined, resulted in significantly higher levels of comprehension for poor readers, but the presence of these cues did not significantly affect the comprehension of good readers. Improved comprehension for poor readers in the cuing conditions may have resulted from increased attention to the graphic aids, which, when processed as directed by the prose, aided comprehension of the prose. Additionally, the presence of cues may have stimulated more intensive processing of the text independent of the increased attention to graphic aids. Further research is needed to explore these possibilities.

Good and poor readers in this study attended more to graphic aids when graphic aids were specifically cued in the text, as is evidenced by their greater recall of information displayed in the graphic aids. The data suggest, however, that explicit cuing of graphic aids benefited poor readers’ comprehension more than good readers’ comprehension. One explanation for this finding is that good readers depend less on information displayed in graphic aids. On the other hand, poor readers may benefit from examining a graphic representation of information discussed in the prose and being advised when to do so. This interpretation is consistent with previous research on the value of graphic aids for poor readers (e.g., Harber, 1983). It is also consistent with research indicating that poor readers are less likely than good readers to direct their own learning from text (Baker & Brown, 1984).

CONCLUSIONS

A comparison of the results of the post-experimental graphics test and the comprehension test suggests that explicit cuing of graphic aids may assist poor readers in comprehending texts by increasing their attention to these aids. Before this conclusion can be established, however, the effects of several factors not investigated in this study need to be studied. For example, one relevant factor not specifically controlled or manipulated in the present study was the degree to which passage comprehension was dependent on information in the graphic aids. Schallert (1980) has argued that illustrations may be more important for comprehension when they portray spatial information that is central to the text’s content. The effects of explicit cuing on attention and comprehension may be different when the text’s dependence on graphic aids is manipulated. Explicit cuing may have also affected the time readers devoted to reading and studying the text. Further research is needed to determine whether this factor may contribute to poor readers’ increased comprehension in the cuing conditions. The role of readers’ background knowledge is another variable that might qualify the conclusions of the present study. The effects
of explicit cuing may be different when readers vary in their knowledge about or interest in the topics of texts accompanied by graphic aids.

Results of this study have implications for the design and classroom use of textbooks. Explicit cuing of graphic aids in textbooks may increase good and poor readers’ attention to graphic aids and may be valuable for improving text comprehension among poor readers. Teachers may wish to consider adding glosses to texts or providing supplemental study guides that help poor readers focus on the graphic aids accompanying a text. Further research is needed, however, to determine whether these adaptations would produce the same results as found in this study. Explicit cues embedded in texts might also be compared to oral cues provided by a teacher. Hayes and Readence (1982) found that giving good readers oral cues to attend to graphic aids had no statistically significant effect on learning from text. The results of the present study suggest, however, that oral cuing of graphic aids might benefit poor readers.

The present study suggests that explicit cuing is a variable of some importance in increasing attention to graphic aids and may be helpful in increasing comprehension among poor readers reading texts accompanied by graphic aids. Further research is needed to examine the effects of explicit cuing and how it may interact with other reader, text, and instructional variables.
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APPENDIX

WHAT ARE VOLCANOES?

Directions: Study this passage carefully. You will be asked to answer some questions when you are finished.

Long ago, the Romans named a mountain "Vulcano," because they thought that inside this steaming crater was the home of the god, Vulcan. They thought it was the place where he stirred his underground fires to run his blacksmith's forge.

From this one volcanic peak on an island off the coast of Italy, we have taken the name volcano to use for all peaks which steam or erupt lava. These volcanoes are mountains that have built themselves. They are made of cinders, ash, and hot molten material that comes out of their own centers.

Note in Figure 1A the layers of cinders, ash, and lava that make up this volcano.

At the very top of some volcanoes are large, bowl-shaped depressions called calderas. Calderas are caused by a collapse of the top of a volcano when the material inside it has erupted and left an empty chamber. Calderas can be more than a mile across and over a thousand feet deep.

Note in Figure 1B that the top of the volcano has collapsed to form a caldera.

A crater is a round depression with steep sides and volcanic eruptions often come through it. Craters can be at the top of a volcano, within the caldera, or along the volcano's sides. They are not as deep or as wide as calderas.

Note in Figure 1A that craters can be found at the top or on the sides of a volcano.

Why does a volcano erupt? We know that the temperature inside the earth increases as we go deeper and deeper within. The temperature becomes so high below the crust of the earth that rock at these depths should melt. But, it does not melt because the great pressure from the surface of the earth downward keeps it solid.

However, the crust is not the same thickness all over the earth, so the pressure varies. In some place where it is thinner, there are cracks, or fissures, which extend down into the earth. There, the pressure is not as strong, and the rock can move as a liquid. This liquid rock is called magma.

Note in Figure 1A that magma, or liquid rock, is below the volcano.

As the magma comes to the surface, it is called lava. Lava builds up around the opening in the shape of a cone. Cones can grow into mountains of various shapes. As the magma explodes into the air, it becomes hard and falls to earth as lava rocks or "bombs." Some volcanoes grow to be large mountains over a period of hundreds, maybe thousands of years and countless eruptions. Others grow in just a few years.
REDUNDANT GRAPHIC AID FOR THE VOLCANO PASSAGE

Figure 1. Cross section showing a volcano before (part A), and after (part B) the collapse of its top.

NON-REDUNDANT GRAPHIC AID FOR THE VOLCANO PASSAGE

Figure 2. Three different types of volcanoes.
THE TEXT OF THE VOLCANO PASSAGE

1. The large bowl-shaped depressions at the very top of some volcanoes are called:
   a. craters.
   b. magmas.
   c. calderas.
   d. lava bombs.

2. Rocks inside the earth will not melt because:
   a. the temperature never becomes hot enough.
   b. magma and lava can not flow together.
   c. calderas block the flow of liquid rock.
   d. of great pressure from the earth’s surface.

3. According to this passage, bombs that come from volcanoes are:
   a. lava rocks.
   b. fissures.
   c. magma.
   d. calderic matter.

4. According to this passage, what happens as we go deeper into the earth?
   a. Magma changes to lava.
   b. Solid rock changes to liquid.
   c. The temperature rises.
   d. There are more cracks and fissures.

5. What causes a caldera to form?
   a. Lava builds up after an eruption.
   b. The top of a volcano caves in.
   c. Lava cools and hardens.
   d. Pressure from deep inside the earth turns rock into liquid.

6. The term “volcano” comes from:
   a. a high mountain in Italy.
   b. A Roman god.
   c. the Roman name for blacksmith.
   d. blending the Latin words for cinder, hot, and ash.

7. What causes a volcano to erupt?
   a. Lava explodes close to the earth’s surface.
   b. Magma from deep in the earth moves upward through a crack in earth’s crust.
   c. The temperature deep in the earth’s crust rises past the boiling point of magma.
   d. Magma changes to lava and raises the pressure of the earth’s crust.

8. Liquid rock in the earth is called:
   a. lava.
   b. caldera.
   c. magma.
   d. fissure.

9. What part of the earth probably has few volcanoes?
   a. where the earth’s crust is cooler
   b. where the earth’s crust is thin and rock can move as liquid
   c. where the earth’s crust has shifted
   d. where the earth’s crust is thick with few fissures

10. How long does it take a volcano to grow into a large mountain?
    a. anywhere from a few years to thousands of years
    b. usually about 100 years
    c. the time it takes for one major eruption
    d. millions of years, after countless eruptions
ITEMS PERTAINING TO THE VOLCANO PASSAGE ON THE POST-EXPERIMENT GRAPHICS TEST

1. What part of the volcano is at point A?
   a. the caldera  
   b. a volcanic vent  
   c. a crater  
   d. the volcanic core  
   e. a lava chute

2. What is at point B?
   a. rock sediment  
   b. volcanic tissues  
   c. the volcanic base  
   d. the crust of the earth  
   e. layers of lava

3. What is at point C?
   a. the magma chamber  
   b. the lava reservoir  
   c. the interior core  
   d. hardened lava  
   e. hardened magma

4. What is at point D?
   a. the crust of the earth  
   b. layers of cinder, ash, and lava  
   c. fissures from deep within the earth  
   d. an old crater  
   e. lava bombs

5. What is shown by the arrows from point E?
   a. a large crater  
   b. a caldera  
   c. two lava domes  
   d. twin volcanoes  
   e. a dead volcano

Directions: Use the pictures above to answer the questions. Circle the best answer.

1. What kind of volcano is volcano Number 1?
   a. a shallow volcano  
   b. a base volcano  
   c. a field volcano  
   d. a shield volcano  
   e. a cinder volcano

2. What kind of volcano is volcano Number 2?
   a. a cinder cone volcano  
   b. a shield volcano  
   c. a base volcano  
   d. a lava dome  
   e. a smoke-filled volcano

3. What kind of volcano is volcano Number 3?
   a. a shield volcano  
   b. a multi-layered volcano  
   c. a field volcano  
   d. an inverted volcano  
   e. a composite volcano

4. Which volcano is made from layers of lava only?
   a. volcano Number 1  
   b. volcano Number 2  
   c. volcano Number 3  
   d. all three are made from lava only

5. What is the arrow pointing at in volcano Number 2?
   a. calderic matter  
   b. exploding lava  
   c. the volcanic plume  
   d. volcanic smoke

Directions: Use the pictures above to answer the questions. Circle the best answer.